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Windows 10 or later English License: Freeware, Free to Try, Demo File size: 1.1 MB PIDGuard is the easiest way to keep track of your system's processes. The application provides a compact list with up to 100 entries that can be easily searched. PIDGuard is lightweight and doesn't require any external processes or resource. The
application can be configured through the settings screen. In addition to basic settings, you can limit the number of entries, sort entries and provide password protection. The Settings screen provides a handy "Advanced Settings" section that enables you to define separate profiles for each user and keep track of CPU usage. PIDGuard can be
launched via its tray icon or through the browser-based companion. It will allow you to easily switch between the two modes. In our tests, we found PIDGuard to be extremely easy to use, even for inexperienced users. The application can be easily managed from the main screen, which has a compact list of processes. Selecting an entry
takes you to the full process information, where you can easily locate the information you're looking for. In addition, the application supports multiple users and even allows you to set up different user profiles, which can be locked to access only a specific list of processes. If you're an advanced user, PIDGuard provides a number of settings
that can be useful for more precise monitoring. For example, you can specify a custom process list or enable/disable a specific action. The application was found to work as expected, but has some minor quirks. For example, PIDGuard is not able to sort process information (and this is a critical requirement for me), but the feature can be
found in the "Advanced Settings" section, so you don't need to open the "Basic Settings" to manage this. The application allows you to monitor more than one process at a time, even including external programs, but you can't add custom rules, which is a serious oversight. PIDGuard is a quick and effective tool for monitoring system
processes, but it still needs a better overall design. PIDGuard Description: Windows 7 or later English License: Free to Try File size: 4.52 MB Glary Utilities is a handy tool that allows you to quickly restore files deleted by yourself or by third-party applications. The application includes basic tools and advanced file recovery options,
allowing you to recover the files, documents and folders deleted by Windows. The application offers

StatBar
StatBar is a handy utility that provides a quick overview of your system, including details regarding the memory, CPU, uptime and network traffic. The application has been designed as a toolbar, so it can be placed either at the top or at the bottom of the screen. Although the interface is not the best we've seen (some of the available color
themes are strong and bother the eye), StatBar displays an impressive amount of system information, all configurable via the built-in settings screen. For example, the available information modules include Windows version, system uptime, memory status, CPU usage, locks status, network traffic meter, disk information, battery status for
laptops, email launchers, time synchronization, quick launch, master volume control and Winamp controls. In addition, you can easily configure update interval, transparency, color scheme, network adapters to monitor and file paths for some of the included modules. Placed at the top or at the bottom of the screen, StatBar does not
interfere with the other running programs, as the application basically reduces available working space to keep the toolbar always on top. Additionally, you can enable the auto-hide feature in order to save space on your screen. It's no surprise that StatBar works smooth on all Windows flavors and doesn't affect system performance at all,
running decently on very low resources. Overall, StatBar is useful, there's no doubt about it, but it still needs improvements in some key areas. The first thing to be revised is definitely the interface. KEYMACRO Description: StatBar is a handy utility that provides a quick overview of your system, including details regarding the memory,
CPU, uptime and network traffic. The application has been designed as a toolbar, so it can be placed either at the top or at the bottom of the screen. Although the interface is not the best we've seen (some of the available color themes are strong and bother the eye), StatBar displays an impressive amount of system information, all
configurable via the built-in settings screen. For example, the available information modules include Windows version, system uptime, memory status, CPU usage, locks status, network traffic meter, disk information, battery status for laptops, email launchers, time synchronization, quick launch, master volume control and Winamp
controls. In addition, you can easily configure update interval, transparency, color scheme, network adapters to monitor and file paths for some of the included modules. 1d6a3396d6
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StatBar is a handy utility that provides a quick overview of your system, including details regarding the memory, CPU, uptime and network traffic. The application has been designed as a toolbar, so it can be placed either at the top or at the bottom of the screen. Although the interface is not the best we've seen (some of the available color
themes are strong and bother the eye), StatBar displays an impressive amount of system information, all configurable via the built-in settings screen. For example, the available information modules include Windows version, system uptime, memory status, CPU usage, locks status, network traffic meter, disk information, battery status for
laptops, email launchers, time synchronization, quick launch, master volume control and Winamp controls. In addition, you can easily configure update interval, transparency, color scheme, network adapters to monitor and file paths for some of the included modules. Placed at the top or at the bottom of the screen, StatBar does not
interfere with the other running programs, as the application basically reduces available working space to keep the toolbar always on top. Additionally, you can enable the auto-hide feature in order to save space on your screen. It's no surprise that StatBar works smooth on all Windows flavors and doesn't affect system performance at all,
running decently on very low resources. Overall, StatBar is useful, there's no doubt about it, but it still needs improvements in some key areas. The first thing to be revised is definitely the interface. StatBar is a handy utility that provides a quick overview of your system, including details regarding the memory, CPU, uptime and network
traffic. The application has been designed as a toolbar, so it can be placed either at the top or at the bottom of the screen. Although the interface is not the best we've seen (some of the available color themes are strong and bother the eye), StatBar displays an impressive amount of system information, all configurable via the built-in settings
screen. For example, the available information modules include Windows version, system uptime, memory status, CPU usage, locks status, network traffic meter, disk information, battery status for laptops, email launchers, time synchronization, quick launch, master volume control and Winamp controls. In addition, you can easily
configure update interval, transparency, color scheme, network adapters to monitor and file paths for some of the included modules. Placed at the top or at the bottom of the screen

What's New In?
Display information about your computer. Graphical tool with different configurable statistics such as system info, RAM, CPU, Uptime, email status, network connections and more. You can easily configure update interval, transparency, color scheme, network adapters to monitor and file paths for some of the included modules. The
application is easy to use and it works nicely on all Windows flavors (95, 98, NT, 2000, ME, XP). The tool won't affect system performance and it runs decently on very low resources. Features: Statistics for CPU, RAM, Uptime, Hard Disk, network, email, battery, Winamp, Update, time and the rest! Configurable settings. Auto Hide
feature. Sorting by date/module. Statistics available in several modules and in a table. Custom colors. Graphical bar design. Automatically updates. No System requirements. Tags: statbar, tools, system, utilities Network tool provides comprehensive network information and statistics. It will display IP address, TCP/UDP port, netmask,
gateway, DNS servers and name servers for the selected network connection and all IP address tables. An advanced tool window shows some more network information about the selected IP address, such as TTL, Flags, Type, Address, Name and IP address, including the number of TTL, Flags, Time to live, port status and subnet
information. If the IP address is local or remote, the file path and port status are also displayed. It is easy to set the available network connections with the built-in network manager. A quick search for the name of the connection will display the related IP addresses. Network tool is designed for professional network administrators. Network
tool also has a filter and a dump option that can be used for debugging network issues. In the filter tab, you can view the currently active connections, and choose to view the IP address, ports and name server addresses and host file paths. In the dump option tab, you can view the list of currently active connections. In the IP address tab, you
can view the information about the IP address, port, name server and file path. Network tool is easy to use. In the first window, you can choose to display IP addresses, Ports, Name servers and host file paths. In the advanced network window, you can view more detailed information about the IP address, including TTL, Flags, Address,
Name and IP address. Features: Provides comprehensive network information and statistics. Display IP address, TCP/UDP port, netmask, gateway, DNS servers and name servers for the selected network connection and all IP address tables. Advanced tool window shows some more network information about the selected IP address, such
as TTL, Flags, Type, Address, Name and IP address, including the number of TTL, Flags, Time to live, port status
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System Requirements For StatBar:
Minimum: OS: Win XP/Mac OS X/Linux CPU: Intel Celeron 1.6 GHz Memory: 512MB RAM Recommended: CPU: Intel Core i3 Memory: 1GB RAM Recommended(Mac): Recommended(Linux): OS: Win XP/Mac OS X/Linux
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